
Ablaze Mirrors
Frameless Mirror Range

Installation Guide



Installation Steps | Glue-to-Wall Mounting Method

1. The mirrors must be installed onto a flat surface.

2. Use timber supports cut to the height required off the vanity during installation. This   

 will keep the mirror at the desired height and hold the mirror in place while the  

 adhesive cures.

3. Apply double-sided tape to the back of the mirror in vertical strips. The     

 double-sided tape will hold the mirror into position whilst the adhesive cures.

4. Adhere the mirror in position using a suitable mirror adhesive. The mirror adhesive   

 selected must be compatible with mirrors and neutral cure as some adhesives can   

 damage the mirror backing. It is recommended to use double-sided tape in   

 conjunction with the mirror adhesive.

5. The double-sided tape and mirror adhesive should be run in vertical beads on the   

 back of the mirror so that  condensation behind the mirror can drain away.

6. Press the mirror firmly onto the wall in the location of the glue to allow this to spread.

7. Ensure you follow all instructions on the adhesive and leave the props in place for at   

 least 48 hours to allow the glue to cure before removing the props.

8. Follow the care instructions above

NOTE: Selection of the correct adhesive and support whilst drying is the responsibility of the 

installer and damage for incorrect installation is not covered under the warranty. 

PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

• Please remove the mirror from the packaging and check for any damage. If there is any damage 

do not install the product and arrange for a replacement product.

• Mirror glass is very easily damaged. Please check the corners of the mirrors prior to installation 

by removing the corner protectors. Replace the plastic corner protectors before installation.

• It is recommended to have two people present for installation, especially for a large mirror.

• Always ensure the wall is free from dust and flat to avoid issues with installation.

Care and Maintenance

For best results clean mirror with methylated spirits and water at a rate of 30% methylated spirits 

to 70% water. Do not use Windex or similar cleaning products. Avoid getting water on the sides or 

back of the mirror as damage to the silver backing can occur. In coastal areas it is recommended 

to wipe around the edge of the mirror regularly to avoid salt build up that can cause silver creep.

Call us on 1300 368 831 or visit www.thermogroup.com.au



Call us on 1300 368 831 or visit www.thermogroup.com.au

1. The mirrors are supplied with wall plugs and screws however these are not suitable   

 for all wall types. If this fixing is not suitable for the wall alternate fixings will need to  

 be obtained.

2. Measure the distance between the hangers on the mirror and mark your wall using a   

 spirit level. 

3. Drill 6mm holes in the positions marked insert the wall plugs provided.

4. Insert the screw through the tongue wall hanger and screw into position. The hangers  

 provided have 20mm vertical adjustment if required.

5. Lower the mirror onto the hangers on the wall with care. You can adjust the mirror   

 up or down for any minor height adjustments or leveling of the mirror by loosening   

 the screw and sliding the tongue wall hanger up and down.

6. Follow the care instructions on the next page.

Installation Steps | Metal Bracket Mounting Method

PLEASE NOTE:

• The mirrors are provided with metal hanger plates on the back of the mirror for either 

landscape or portrait mounting. The mirror is designed to hang on the top plates. You 

will use two hangers for smaller mirrors and three hangers for larger mirrors. Please note 

not all of the hangers will be used. 

• A foam square is also attached to the back of the mirror to keep the mirror level. 
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Warranty Information

Thermogroup covers all its products with a satisfaction guarantee. In addition, Thermogroup 

will supply a replacement product where a fault is shown to be caused by manufacture, 

materials or workmanship providing the goods have been installed correctly and according 

to installation instructions. This guarantee does not include removal, freight or installation 

costs. Our goods and services come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the 

Australian Consumer Law. For major failures with the service, you are entitled: to cancel 

your service contract with us; and to a refund for the unused portion, or to compensation 

for its reduced value. You are also entitled to choose a refund or replacement for major

failures with goods. If a failure with the goods or a service does not amount to a major failure, 

you are entitled to have the failure rectified in a reasonable time. If this is not done you are 

entitled to a refund for the goods and to cancel the contract for the service and

obtain a refund of any unused portion. You are also entitled to be compensated for any 

other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage from a failure in the goods or service.

The Frameless Mirror Range have a 2 year warranty. To claim the warranty, repair or service the

customer must provide purchase invoice/receipt.

If the product develops a fault within the warranty period due to normal wear and tear,

Thermogroup at its discretion will recognise whether it’s a faulty product or not. If it is

impossible or not economical for the manufacturer to repair the product, the manufacturer will 

replace the faulty product with a new unit of the same model or if there is no stock available of 

the same model as the product, the manufacturer will replace the product with a new unit of a 

similar size. No responsibility can be taken for altered dimensions and lining up of existing holes.

The repair/replacement service offered within the warranty period only covers the faults and 

problems as developed from the manufacturer’s errors. If the product fails whilst under warranty, 

the warranty only covers the replacement of the goods. Any damage caused by improper use or
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